
Geometric grid in 3D
Embossed fabric Atlantic Square 40 combines a 
clean-cut geometric grid pattern with a soft, volumi-
nous texture creating a unique graphic effect in 3D. 

Atlantic Square 40 is an embossed fabric distinguished by a 
 large-squared 40 x 40 mm 3D grid pattern with a stringent 
 geometric expression. The graphic stringency of the squares is 
accentuated by the fabric’s soft and voluminous three-layered 
texture creating an attractive 3D effect. The fabric’s three-layered 
construction combines knitted polyester upholstery fabric Atlantic 
with a 6 mm foam core and a jersey backing.

Powerful graphic aesthetics
With its straightforward, all-round design and discreet surface 
texture, Atlantic forms the perfect base for the embossed squares. 
The grid pattern stands out on the understated background 
 enhancing the squares’ simple yet powerful graphic aesthetics 
and its discreet futuristic vibe.  

Creative design options
Atlantic Square 40 opens up to endless creative designs and mix 
and match options. Use the fabric diagonally and turn the grid into 
a playful diamond pattern or combine the squares with the wide 
stripes of Atlantic Stripe 40 to create a look out of the ordinary. 

A mix of trends and classics
The standard colour palette of Atlantic Square 40 encompasses 
nine colours spanning graphic dark tones, classic and ever- popular 
grey and blue and a selection of trending colours including lime 
green and orange. 

Comfort & durability
Designed with a 6 mm foam core, Atlantic Square 40 offers 
 superior comfort, a luxuriously soft feel and a voluminous texture. 
Moreover, the three-layered structure adds durability, stability and 
strength to the design and enhances the fabric’s visual appeal.

Versatile design 
Atlantic Square 40 is suitable for a variety of 
purposes and applications and is ideal for 
upholstery of furniture as well as for screens 
and other vertical surfaces. The grid pattern 
performs well on a variety of designs and 
 integrates seamlessly into all types of spaces 
and environments. 
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